iLaunch makes it possible for your caregivers to view a more complete patient health record by viewing patient data in other information systems and MEDITECH simultaneously.

Now you can save your clinicians time every day. iLaunch makes it fast and easy for them to access all of your information systems, plus launch executable programs and external URLs, right from the navigation of your MEDITECH screens.

- Access systems that are outside MEDITECH
- Launch HIEs from inside MEDITECH
- Deliver patient information more quickly to improve staff efficiency and patient care
Link MEDITECH to Other Information Systems and Website URLs

Would caregivers like to view clinical patient data from other information systems while using MEDITECH? If so, Iatric Systems can help. Let us show you how with iLaunch.

iLaunch opens other information systems from icons located at the top of many MEDITECH patient screens (EMR, EDM, PCS, etc.). It brings clinicians directly into the same patient in the other application, minimizing keystrokes.

The user’s MEDITECH session continues to stay active even after clicking on the link. So caregivers can view patient data in other information systems and MEDITECH simultaneously.

iLaunch is available to MAGIC (using the 4.x workstation), Client/Server (5.6x), and MAT (6.x) sites.

Key Advantages Include:

iLaunch provides caregivers with a more complete patient health record by seamlessly linking MEDITECH patient screens with other information systems, including:

- Iatric Systems applications
- Any external executable program
- Specific website URLs
- Other MEDITECH marketplace third party vendor systems

For more information on iLaunch, or any other Iatric Systems products or services, contact us using the information below.